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ABSTRACT 
The following theorem is proved with the aid of an elementary theorem in linear 
algebra: Given a family (S, : i E I) of finite sets there exists a set F such that IF n S, 1 is 
odd for each i E I if and only if the symmetric difference of any odd number of the 
sets is nonempty. 
In the course of other investigations the following problem arose: Given a 
family (S,, S,, . . . , S,) of subsets of a set E, when does there exist F c E with 
1 F n Sil an odd integer for each i = 1 , . . .,m? A simple counting argument 
shows that a necessary condition for the existence of such an F is that the 
symmetric difference of any odd number of the sets S,, S,, . . . , S,,, be non- 
empty. For, if the symmetric difference of Si,, . . . ,S,k (1 < i, < * * * < ik < m, k 
odd) were empty, then each e E F would occur in an even number ne 
of the sets Si,, . . . ,Sk. But then 
with the left side being odd, since it is the sum of an odd number of odd 
integers, and the right side being even, a contradiction. We prove the 
converse of this result by use of some elementary linear algebra. We use “A” 
to denote symmetric difference of sets. 
THEOREM 1. Let (S,, S,, . . . , S,,,) be a finite family of subsets of a set E. 
There exists FcE with IFnSj( oddfor each i=l,...,m if and only if 
$,A. . .AS,#kV (l<i,<*** < ik < m; k odd). (I) 
The following is a basic result of linear algebra (see e.g., Gale [2], 
Theorem 2.5, p. 41), usually stated for m X n matrices but equally valid for 
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m-rowed matrices with an infinite (even uncountably infinite) number of 
columns. 
LEMMA 2. Let A be an m-rowed matrix and c an m X 1 column vector 
over a field K. Then 
there exist a vector x with only finitely many nonxero 
coordinates such that Ax = c if and only if for all m x 1 
column vectors y, y tA = 0 implies y % = 0. (2) 
COROLLARY 3. Let A be an m-rowed matrix over the finite field GF(2) 
of two elements. Then 
the m X 1 column vector e = (1,. . . ,l)’ i.s the sum of a finite 
number of column vectors of A if and only if the sum of 
any odd number of rows of A is not the zero vector. (3) 
Condition (3) is equivalent to (2) in the case of the field GF(2) and the 
vector e. 
Proof. Let A = (a, : 1 < i < m, e E E) denote the m-rowed incidence 
matrix of the family ( S1,. . . , S,) of subsets of E. Then a, equals 1 if e E !$ and 
0 otherwise (1 < i < m, e E E). If we consider A as a matrix over the field 
GF(2), then there exists F such that 1 F n $1 is odd for i = 1,. . . ,m if and only 
ifthemXlcolumnvectore=(l,..., 1)’ is the sum of a finite of columns of A 
(the columns of A corresponding to the elements of F). Since the sum (over 
GF(2)) of rows of A corresponds to the symmetric difference of the corres- 
ponding sets, Theorem 1 follows from Corollary 3. 
Theorem 2 admits an infinite extension which we shall obtain by means of 
Rado’s selection principle [l]. We require some terminology to state this 
theorem. If 9l= (Ai: i I) is a family of subsets of a set E, then a choice 
function of 8 is a mapping 0 : Z-+E such that 0(i) E A, (i E I). If B is a choice 
function of 8 and K C I, then 9 IK denotes the choice function of the 
subfamily (Ai : i E K) defined by 8 IK (i) = e(i) for each i E K. If K is a finite 
subset of I, then this is denoted by K c c Z. 
RADO'S s~~wr10N PRINCIPLE. Let 9l = (A, : i E I) be an infinite family of 
finite subsets of a set E. Suppose for each K c c Z there is a given a choice 
function 13, of (Ai : i E K). Then there exists a choice function i? of % where 
given K c c Z there exists L c c Z with K CL such that B IK = tZ,l,. 
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By an infinite matrix we mean one which has possibly an infinite number 
of rows and an infinite number of columns. It is not necessary that the 
number of rows or columns be countably infinite. Thus, such a matrix is 
designated by a doubly indexed family of elements ( aii : i E I, i E 1) where I, J 
are arbitrary sets. An infinite matrix is row-finite if each row has only a finite 
number of nonzero entries. For such matrices it is possible to consider linear 
combinations of all its column vectors without becoming involved with 
questions of convergence. 
THEOREM 4. Let A = (uii : i E I, i E J) be an infinite matrix over a finite 
field K where A is row-finite. The column vector (ci : i E I)” is a linear 
combination of the column vectors of A if and only if for every K c c I, the 
column vector (ci : i E K)t is a linear combination of the row vectors of the 
submutrix (aii:iEK, jE.Z) of A. 
Proof. The necessity being obvious, we prove the sufficiency. Define a 
family ( Si : i E I) of sets by 
Si={(cu,~):uii#O,~~J,a~K} (iEZ). 
Since A is row-finite and K is a finite field, S, is a finite set (i E I). The 
conditions are equivalent to the following. For each K c c I, there exists 
F~GS~ (iEK), such that 
(i) ifF,= U Fi,thenF,nS,=FkforiEK, 
iEK 
(ii) (~,,i),((~~,j)EF~implya,=a, (iEJ), 
(iii) 2 aaii = bi (iEK). 
(a,i)EF; 
If we apply Rado’s selection principle to the family (9 (S,) : i E I), where 
‘2? (S,) is the collection of all subsets of Si, we conclude that there exists 
Ti c Si (i E I) where for all K c c Z there exists L c cJ with K c L, such that 
T,=FL (iEK). 
Set T = u i ,,Ti. Let i, E I. We claim that T n Sio = T,,. For suppose there 
were an x E (T n Sio)/ T,,. Then x E TIO for some ja# i,. Consider K = {i,, j,,}. 
There exists L c c Z with {i,, je} c L, such that 
T,, = F?, TiO = Fh 
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and 
FL I-- Si, = F$ 
But x E FL since x E qO and iO E L, and also x E Si,. Hence x E F2( = l$ a 
contradiction. Thus T n Si, = T,,. But then 
c cmiOj= z cuziOj= x ‘yujOi = b,,. 
(a,t)ET (a.i)E 4, (a.t)E@’ 
Since this is true for each i, E I, ( bi : i E I)’ is a linear combination of the 
column vectors of A. 
COROLLARY 5. Let A = (aii : i E I, j E]) be an infinite matrix over a finite 
field K where A is row-finite. Zhe column vector (q : i E I)* is a linear 
combination of the column vectors of A if and only if 
izKairi=O (Kc cl) implies i&uic,=O. (4 
This corollary is a direct consequence of Lemma 2 and Theorem 4. If K is 
the finite field of two elements, then we get the infinite version of Theorem 
1. 
THEOREM 6. Let ( Si : i E I) be a family of finite subsets of a set E. There 
exists F c E such that 1 F n Sil is odd for each i E Z if and only if 
hK si ffl (K c cc WI ow. 
In closing we indicate a dual formulation of Theorem 1 which solves a 
covering problem. 
THEOREM 7. Let ( Si : i E I) be a family of subsets of a finite set E. Then 
there exists K L Z such that each element e of E is a member of an odd 
number of the sets Si (i E K) if and only if 
.& Se? f@ (X GE, 1x1 odd), (6) 
where for each eEE, S,*={igZ:eESi}. 
Proof Suppose there exists K c Z such that each element e of E is a 
member of an odd number of the sets S, (i E K). Then K is a subset of I such 
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that JK n S,‘l is odd for each e E E. The converse is equally true. The result 
follows from Theorem 1. 
A dual formulation of Theorem 6 is also possible. 
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